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Interim, Short term, Contract HSEQ recruitment

Our current world is ever-changing and we must be flexible in practice. There will be times when you need
an additional resource to meet varying and unplanned business needs.

Interim HSEQ recruitment just got easier, with edenfx HSE Recruitment. Our fully vetted and pre-qualified
HSEQ contractors are the ideal way to support and manage change effectively, working across anything
related to HSEQ from an ISO Audit to business as usual. The opportunities and challenges in the risk
markets are seriously dictating the movement of HSEQ professionals in 2020/21.

Qualified and skilled HSE people add value by providing the expertise when you need it in a cost-effective
manner. Our teams are recognised to provide high quality specialised outcomes with the minimum 
of fuss allowing your core business to do what it is best at.

Our talent bank enables us to perfectly match people to a job role, specifically taking into consideration
skillset, sector experience, culture fit and attitude. This leaves our clients safe in the knowledge that
whatever their interim HSE people need is, we have the best person to meet the requirements of the role.

Please have a look at our sister brands: recruitHRpeople and Hard Hat Recruits

Permanent Recruitment

Recruitment practice may be the same the world over - you need people, we find people, you engage
people.

However, the way in which it is conducted of course will be different. Our difference is a sustainable
outcome for the company, the candidate and for the environment. For each successful appointment we
plant a tree on your behalf contributing to healthy growth in more ways than one. We have been NZ's
leading specialist company for 15 years and intend on building a few forests in and around New Zealand.

Our niche is Health, Safety, Environmental and Quality Professionals (HSEQ) and we recruit Director to
Assistant positions and everything in between.

Please talk to us about how we do things at edenfx HSE as we have the true ability to be a genuine partner
to your business - we are here to stay. Please call us on +64 9 424 8367 to start the process. 

We recruit permanent, fixed term and contracted appointments at
all levels, across all Industries.

www.hardhatrecruits.co.nz

www.recruitHRpeople.co.nz


